
 

Fix-a-Form case study: Spanish seafood producer uses
Booklet Labels to inspire purchase

When Spanish seafood producer Salazones Fersa SL wanted to enhance awareness and boost sales of their fish
products, the marketing team chose to run an on-pack promotion. The appeal of this approach is that the marketing
message is directly linked to the brand; and it also makes an impact at the point of purchase - grabbing customers'
attention while they are fully engaged in the shopping process.

This campaign focused on educating customers about the brand, the products and their diverse uses. Salazones Fersa SL
needed a communication platform that provided enough space to share a more detailed brand story, more in-depth product
and nutritional information, and delicious recipes to inspire customers to use their products in new and exciting ways.

The group chose to use a multi-page label solution and partnered with their local Fix-a-Form® licensee Denny Bros to
create an eight-page Fix-a-Form® Booklet Label. This high-quality on-pack communication device provided ample space
for additional messaging, as well as extra images and other design elements.

Once developed and produced, Salazones Fersa SL’s resealable, concertina-style Fix-a-Form® Booklet Label was applied
manually onto individual fish product containers. In this case, the Booklet Labels were attached securely to aluminium and
glass substrates, although they can be used on containers of all shapes, sizes and materials including plastic, card and foil.

Your local Fix-a-Form® Licensee

Pyrotec PackMedia is proud to be the exclusive Fix-a-Form® Licensee in southern Africa, specialising in developing,
manufacturing, and supplying Fix-a-Form® Booklet Labels which enable our customers to increase brand awareness,
enhance the visual appeal of their products, educate customers about more product attributes and ultimately – boost sales.

We provide a complete concept-to-application service. Contact Pyrotec PackMedia today if you would like to find out more
about Fix-a-Form® and what this innovative on-pack labelling solution could do for your business.
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Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a proudly South African company with its focus aimed firmly on the future. Its five brands -
Pyrotec PackMark, Pyrotec PackMedia, Pyrotec PackLink, Pyrotec PackWorx and Pyrotec Finance - make
this an industry-leading company that specialises in a comprehensive range of coding and labelling
equipment, on-pack informational and promotional devices, merchandising solutions, development and
manufacturing of automated systems for the packaging and manufacturing industry and making finance
options available to customers. Pyrotec's software offering ensures product integrity, optimises coding
activities, and helps secure centralised data management systems and label tracking systems.
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